FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK:

This issue marks the entry of a new and major addition to the Beam Line editorial staff. Rene Donaldson, who recently came to SLAC after twenty years at Fermilab and the SSC Central Design Group, is now our new Associate Editor. Her impact on the design of the Beam Line can be seen throughout this issue.

Of equally earthshaking importance is our lead article on SLAC’s recovery from the Loma Prieta Earthquake of 1989. In a great effort, involving hundreds of staff members, the lab got back on its feet extremely quickly, losing only about a month in the SLC schedule. This article recounts these efforts.

Beginning on page 6 is a summary of SLAC achievements in high-energy physics and accelerator development during the past fiscal year, ending September 30. Written by several different contributors, it has been woven into a single, coherent article by the Beam Line editors. FY89 has been a good year for SLAC, with significant advances being made on many fronts, and this article recounts the major achievements.

Starting with next year’s first issue, the Beam Line will undergo a major facelift. A completely new design, both inside and out, will help to present the scientific output of SLAC in a more appealing fashion. Watch for our next debut!

Cover Photo: A satellite photograph of the San Francisco Peninsula showing major fault lines. The San Andreas Fault is the large gash in the earth running vertically through the center of the photo. The San Francisco Airport can be seen jutting into the Bay at upper right, and SLAC is visible at lower right. Superimposed on the cover photo is one of the seismograph traces of the Loma Prieta Earthquake, as recorded on the Stanford University campus.

(Maps courtesy of USGS)
After a successful six-month run for high-energy physics research, the Stanford Linear Collider was shut down on Monday morning, October 16, for scheduled upgrades and installation of two vertex detectors in the big Mark II detector. At 5:04 p.m. the very next day, however, the Earth put a halt to these ambitions. A tremendous earthquake measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale rocked the entire Bay Area from its epicenter along the San Andreas Fault in the Southern Santa Cruz Mountains bringing everyday life to a jarring halt.

Advancing north along the San Francisco peninsula at speeds up to five kilometers per second, the mighty shock waves radiating outward from the epicenter ripped through the bedrock of 25 million year-old Miocene sandstone on which SLAC rests, subjecting the laboratory to ground accelerations that were as much as 30 percent of the acceleration due to gravity. The lab shuddered violently for nearly 15 seconds as the waves rumbled through.

Minutes later, after the main jolt had passed and the lab still quivered under the effects of aftershocks, staff members began assessing the level of injury to the laboratory and its staff. Miraculously, nobody at SLAC had been hurt in the temblor even though many were still present at the moment it struck.

The primary damage to buildings and equipment seemed at first to be relatively minor: a few small cracks in walls, some nasty leaks, two broken transformers in the SLAC substation, ground faults in magnets and power supplies. End Station A, designed and built in the 1960s, took some of the hardest hits; two magnets in the old 8-GeV Spectrometer jostled back and forth in their mounts, ripping open a hole in the vacuum chamber inside them. The lack of serious damage was testament to the foresight in building SLAC according to stringent standards that exceeded the requirements of the local building codes and to the watchdog work of the Earthquake Safety Committee. For years its members had made themselves unpopular around SLAC by badgering everybody to bolt cabinets to walls and to secure anything heavy that might topple in a major quake. Overnight they became heroes. Damage to the Collider Hall was relatively light. Even with its endcaps open to install the vertex detectors, the Mark II survived the shock with only minor damages. It developed a water leak in a heat shield, and some bearings were damaged in the structure supporting the endcaps, but otherwise it seemed to be in good shape.

Most impressive was how well the SLD had survived, even though only partially assembled at the time. Its 600
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Quake-induced offsets in the linac, as measured in late October by laser surveying techniques.

One of the targets used in the laser survey positioned inside a section of the accelerator support tube.

next, many instances of secondary damage had been uncovered as people looked around more carefully. Most worrisome for SLAC’s immediate future were the small misalignments of the linear accelerator waveguide and of the magnets in the SLC arcs. As Associate Director Kaye Lathrop put it, “All of the accelerator systems are now somewhere else from where they were before the quake.”

First on the agenda was to get the linac functioning again so its precision electron beam could be used to survey the rest of the SLC. Using a laser beam aimed down the large aluminum tube supporting the two-mile copper waveguide, surveyors found small dips and offsets at two points where the linac had been built on fill at each end by stainless steel slings as thick as a man’s leg. Under the accelerations of a major quake, the LAC could swing freely along its axis like a huge clanger in a bell, and bash into the end plates of the surrounding chamber. To prevent such a calamity, eight oil-filled shock absorbers were being installed at each end, but only four (out of a total of sixteen) were fully activated at the time the quake struck. Fortunately, the shock absorbers damped out any swaying motions, in the process spilling some oil out onto the pit floor.

But the serious work of assessing all the effects of the jolt had only just begun. By late that week and early the day after the quake, many instances of secondary damage had been uncovered as people looked around more carefully. Most worrisome for SLAC’s immediate future were the small misalignments of the linear accelerator waveguide and of the magnets in the SLC arcs. As Associate Director Kaye Lathrop put it, “All of the accelerator systems are now somewhere else from where they were before the quake.”

First on the agenda was to get the linac functioning again so its precision electron beam could be used to survey the rest of the SLC. Using a laser beam aimed down the large aluminum tube supporting the two-mile copper waveguide, surveyors found small dips and offsets at two points where the linac had been built on fill rather than sandstone bedrock. Settling had occurred there in the past, however, and these accelerator sections were easily jacked back into alignment.

At the end of the linac, however, this laser survey uncovered an abrupt vertical shift of more than a centimeter and a horizontal offset almost half as large. Fresh cracks in the concrete walls of the tunnel testified to the existence of a fault cutting across the linac; it had obviously slipped a bit during the quake. The last two sectors and the entire SLC arc had shifted more than a centimeter relative to the rest of the linac!
Workmen installing one of the combined-function dipole magnets inside the SLC arc tunnel.

John Seeman, who coordinated efforts to realign the linac, stands beside it.

No amount of jacking would ever get these two segments of the SLC back in perfect alignment. Instead the affected accelerator sections were repositioned in a smooth curve through which the electron and positron beams could be steered on slightly altered trajectories from one segment to the other.

The linac alignment work was completed in early November, just as the SLC was returning to life further upstream. By Monday, November 12, both electron and positron beams were once again surging routinely down the entire linac and into the arcs. Later that week measurements of the electron beam emittance (which is the product of the beam size and its angular spread) showed the beam quality to be as good as it ever had been beforehand. "The fact that the linac has come back so well, and for both beams," said physicist John Seeman, who led this effort, "is yet another triumph for strong-focusing machines."

More problematical were small displacements of the thousand or so magnets used to bend and guide electrons and positrons through the SLC arcs. Getting these magnets properly positioned in the first place had been an arduous job, and realigning them could easily be a major task. Spot checks of these finicky magnets made within the first week after the quake revealed that several were indeed out of alignment, and bellows between some of them had been compressed as these magnets jostled back and forth during the jolt.

When the electron beam from the linac first entered the north arc, it made it to the reverse bend, almost a third of the way through, before disappearing. Visual checks of the magnets in that vicinity revealed that there were offsets of up to a centimeter from their nominal positions. Yet another crack in the sandstone had thus been discovered, and it was promptly dubbed "Walker's Fault" after Nick Walker, the man in charge of the arcs.

Repositioning these magnets in a smooth curve, the crews finally worked the electron beam all the way through the north arc to the SLC final focus on Thursday, November 17. Meanwhile the positron beam had been successfully guided through the south arc earlier that week, indicating no gross misalignments there. The beams were once again knocking on the door of the Collider Hall, exactly one month after one of the worst disasters ever to occur in the United States. Although there was plenty of work remaining to be done in bringing these beams back to pre-quake performance levels, it was a very encouraging recovery.

By late November alignment crews had returned to the Mark II detector for the critical installation of its two vertex detectors, work that had been halted abruptly after the October 17 jolt. Plans were to complete these installations and restart physics research by mid December. If successful, it would mean that the quake had caused a delay of just over a month in the SLC program.

Including the costs of realignment, SLAC had suffered almost $2 million in losses due to the Pretty Big One. In the final analysis, the lab was extremely lucky to have gotten back on its feet so quickly and avoided much of the devastation that had hit the rest of the Bay Area. But our good fortune came largely through years of foresight and planning for just such a possibility.
SLAC ACHIEVEMENTS IN FY1989

During the 1989 fiscal year SLAC continued commissioning the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC), and the Mark II collaboration began high-energy physics research with the world's very first sample of Z particles produced by an electron-positron collider. This work established the Z mass to a high level of precision and restricted the Standard Model to three conventional families of quarks and leptons. Additional progress was made in the construction and commissioning of the SLD, a state-of-the-art particle detector to be installed at the SLC in 1990, and in commissioning the accelerator components needed to produce a beam of polarized electrons.

Attempts to switch operations quickly from the SLC to the PEP and SPEAR storage rings and back again met with only mixed success. During the fall of 1988, record high luminosities were achieved on PEP while operating the TPC detector in a special configuration. Meanwhile the Mark III collaboration logged a sample of more than 200,000 $\psi$ particles at SPEAR.

Research and development aimed at a next-generation linear collider progressed along several fronts, including the development of a relativistic klystron capable of generating RF power levels up to 330 megawatts.

With growing international cooperation, a Final Focus Test Beam is being designed that will help accelerator physicists understand how to produce and control electron and positron beams having submicron dimensions.

A global analysis of all SLAC experiments in deep inelastic electron scattering yielded the world’s most accurate values of the proton and deuteron structure functions. These results helped to resolve apparent discrepancies between the two major high-energy muon scattering experiments performed at CERN, and an elastic electron-nucleon scattering experiment in End Station A led to the most precise determinations yet made of the neutron form factors.

Several proposals for future experimental facilities were made or initiated during FY89, including a high-luminosity tau-charm factory, an asymmetric $B$ factory, and a gas-jet internal-target facility to be installed at PEP.

And SLAC hosted the 14th International Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions—as well as several other major conferences and workshops.

These achievements and other significant advances, made during FY1989, are discussed here in greater detail.

First Z Particle

The major activity taking place at SLAC during FY1989 was the successful commissioning of the SLC and the production of its first sample of Z particles. Machine development studies were interleaved with PEP and SPEAR filling during the period lasting from October through December 1988. The SLC was then shut down for installation of hardware during January and February 1989, followed in March by the resumption of commissioning activities and the commencement of high-energy physics research. The first Z particle produced by the SLC was recorded by the Mark II detector on April 11 (see April 1989 Beam Line, p. 3). Installation of new collimators at the end of the linear accelerator (linac), a doubling of the machine repetition frequency to 60 pulses per second, and the achievement of small beam sizes less than 4 microns in radius at the SLC clashpoint combined to boost the peak Z production rate beyond 1 per hour by June. In late August, after realignment of masks in the Mark II detector had helped to lower beam-induced backgrounds, the peak luminosity rose to an equivalent rate of 2 Z's per hour. By early October almost 500 Z particles had been recorded in the Mark II detector.

The improved performance of the SLC over the 1988 run was due to many advances made in the areas of background reduction, machine reliability and beam tuning. New toroidal magnets in the final focus and collimators in the linac reduced backgrounds of muons and other extraneous debris in the Mark II detector by better than a factor of 10, thereby permitting substantial increases in beam currents and hence in machine luminosity. Improvements to the damping-ring kicker systems, which
Graph illustrating the apparent yield of Z particles observed by the Mark II Collaboration on the SLC. The two curves represent the yields predicted by the Standard Model assuming the number of neutrinos $N_\nu$ is 3 or 4. The vertical bars drawn through the data points give the uncertainty in each measurement.

were the principal cause of SLC outages during the 1988 run, have essentially removed them from the equipment-failure list. Temperature-related problems were brought under control by better ventilation of the linac equipment gallery, and by insulation and air-conditioning of critical components.

Better optical matching of the beams into the linac from the damping rings, plus reduction of dispersive effects at the start the linac, have helped limit the spread of the beams during acceleration. When combined with a better understanding of the final focus optics and the use of beam-beam deflections as a powerful tuning aid, these advances have permitted operators to achieve rms beam radii of 3 microns routinely in colliding-beam mode. The smallest radius yet attained is about 2 microns, close to the original design value.

In its present configuration, the SLC is estimated to be limited to a peak Z production rate of about 2.5 per hour. Near-term upgrades, which include a new generation of kicker magnets and a high-power positron-production target scheduled for installation early next year, should increase this figure by about a factor of 10 in 1990.

**Mark II Z Physics**

By taking advantage of a well-understood detector fully ready for research, the Mark II collaboration was able to produce very rapidly a series of important results that have significantly advanced our understanding of elementary particle physics (see September 1989 Beam Line, p. 3). Based on a sample of almost 500 Z particles observed at the SLC through early October, these physicists mapped out the shape of the Z peak between energies of 89 and 93 billion electron volts (GeV). Their measurements yielded a precise value of the Z mass, $91.14 \pm 0.12$ GeV, which was reported in a scientific paper sent to the *Physical Review Letters* on October 11.

Of even more fundamental importance was the Mark II limit on the number of conventional quark-lepton families that can be accommodated within the Standard Model. Additional families beyond the three definitely known to exist should each include a light neutrino as one of their four members, giving the Z additional ways to decay without leaving a trace in the detector. Thus an extra family would cause a small drop in the apparent Z particle yield, but the data recorded by the Mark II collaboration showed no such deficit. In the same paper, these physicists concluded that the number of light neutrinos was $2.8 \pm 0.6$, which ruled out 4 neutrinos at better than 95 percent confidence. This result (which was immediately confirmed by the four LEP detectors at CERN) settled one of the principal open questions of particle physics. There can be only three conventional quark-lepton families in the Standard Model.

Using these data the Mark II physicists also studied how Z particles disintegrate into leptons and hadrons. As expected in the Standard Model, the Z decays into a pair
of electrons, muons or tau leptons about 10 percent of the time—with each of these three leptonic decay modes having roughly the same likelihood. The decays of the Z into hadrons, which occur about 70 percent of the time, were the first to be observed unambiguously at any particle accelerator. The kinematic distributions of these hadronic decays were found to agree completely with the predictions of the Standard Model, providing important information about the underlying dynamics of quarks and gluons—the fundamental constituents of hadrons.

Finally, the initial sample of Z particles produced by the SLC was used to search for direct evidence of new and hitherto unobserved particles like the long-sought top quark, or a charge-1/3 quark of a previously possible fourth family, or a neutral heavy lepton. No convincing evidence could be found for any of these objects, and the Mark II collaboration was able to place lower limits ranging from 40 to 45 GeV on the masses of any such particles.

With this impressive array of results, presented only six months after it began operations this year, the SLC has begun to achieve the second major goal stated for this novel collider: to serve as a source of Z particles for high-energy physics research.

SLD Construction

The SLD, a state-of-the-art particle detector designed for a second generation of research on the Z particle (see January 1989 Beam Line, p. 10), is now in its final stages of assembly. Commissioning of the full detector will begin early next year using cosmic rays; installation on the SLC beam line is slated for late 1990.

During FY1989 all major subsystems of the SLD were completed. Tracking chambers for the warm-iron calorimeter were fully installed, and nearly all of them have already been commissioned on cosmic rays. The barrel and endcap liquid-argon calorimeters were installed and pumped down in preparation for full-scale cryogenic testing. Stringing of the central drift chamber was completed in April, and it will soon be installed; the endcap drift chambers are already in place. The annulus of the Cerenkov ring-imaging detector (CRID) was installed this summer inside the liquid-argon calorimeter, complete with all its mirrors; its drift boxes are nearly finished and their installation is beginning. The SLD beampipe, complete with masks and luminosity monitor, is ready for production. Cryostats for the superconducting final focus magnets are being assembled, and a facility to supply them with liquid helium is now operational; transfer lines were installed in October.

All the electronics for the calorimeters and CRID are either finished or in production, and manufacture of the drift chamber electronics has almost begun. The vertex detector chips, mountings and readout electronics are in full production. Online software for monitoring the detector is already in use, and event reconstruction programs are well developed. The SLD should be ready to begin logging data in late 1990.

Polarized Electrons

A unique feature of the SLC that will be central to the physics research done by the SLD collaboration is its ability to collide a beam of partially polarized electrons with an unpolarized positron beam. Polarized electrons are produced by shining an intense beam of circularly polarized laser light on a crystal of gallium arsenide (GaAs); nearly 50 percent polarization has been achieved for wavelengths above 750 nm. In addition, 43 percent polarization has been obtained using GaAlAs cathodes at a wavelength of 700 nm, where long dye lifetimes have been achieved with the dye laser. After commissioning, the laser was installed at the SLC injector, together with the necessary control and monitoring electronics. Optical transport elements designed to direct the laser light onto the cathode have been prepared, and their installation is occurring this fall.
Preservation of the electron polarization through the SLC requires three superconducting solenoid magnets to rotate the spin vectors as the electrons enter and exit the damping rings. During FY1989 these solenoids and their associated cryogenic systems were commissioned; installation is scheduled to begin in January 1990.

Three polarimeters—two based on Möller scattering and one on Compton scattering—will be used to monitor the polarization of the electron beam. The Möller polarimeters have already been installed on the SLC, and studies of backgrounds are in progress. A prototype detector for the Compton polarimeter has been commissioned and is now serving as an SLC luminosity monitor.

**PEP Operations**

In order to run the PEP storage ring in parallel with the SLC, it is necessary to switch from SLC operations, fill PEP quickly with electrons and positrons, and then return to full colliding beams with small spot sizes in a complete cycle time on the order of one hour or less. During the fall of 1988, the first attempts to achieve such a "quick switchover" included simultaneous attempts to fill the SPEAR ring, and no efforts were made to return to colliding SLC beams. Severe difficulties were encountered in trying to fill SPEAR because of the gross mismatch between its low injection energy and the high SLC energy. Subsequent tests of the switching process, which occurred from August through mid-October 1989 concentrated on filling PEP and then returning quickly to colliding SLC beams. The average cycle time for a full switchover, PEP fill, and return to SLC exceeded two hours, but this interval should come down with further instrumentation and practice.

In the 1988 tests, the PEP luminosity reached $6 \times 10^{31}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$, which is higher than has been attained by any other electron-positron collider except the Cornell storage ring CESR (see January 1989 Beam Line, p. 9). With additional modifications to correct for beam-induced heating inside the TPC vertex detector, which limited the achievable luminosity, it seems possible to attain $10^{32}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ on PEP.

**Mark III Physics**

Owing to problems injecting beams into SPEAR and consequently low luminosity in the fall of 1988, the Mark III collaboration elected to log data at a center-of-mass energy equal to 3.68 GeV, the peak position of the $J/\psi$ resonance. During this three-month run, more than 200,000 $J/\psi$ particles were recorded in the detector. Analysis of these data is underway; preliminary results were presented at the 1989 SLAC Summer Institute and at the Hadron89 Conference.

In the past data has been taken by the Mark III collaboration at three principal energies: i) at the peak of the $J/\psi$ resonance, whose decays can be examined for possible glueballs (bound states of gluons); ii) at the $\psi'(3770)$ resonance, which decays primarily to pairs of charmed $D$ mesons; and iii) at 4.14 GeV, where the charmed-strange $D_s$ meson is produced together with its vector partner, the $D_s^*$. Analyses of these data sets are continuing, and several important papers have been published in journals during the past year: i) a determination of the mixing of quark families from semileptonic $D$ decays; ii) observation of hadronic $D_s$ decays to final states containing kaons, and iii) an upper limit on rare $D$ decays. The search continues for glueballs in decays of the $J/\psi$.

**Accelerator R&D**

A vigorous R&D program to develop an RF power source suitable for the next generation of linear colliders is underway. In collaboration with Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, SLAC has developed a relativistic klystron that has produced up to 330 MW at a frequency of 11.4 GHz, with a pulse width of 30 nanoseconds. This power has been fed to a small experimental accelerator section, and electron beams have been accelerated at gradients up to 84 MV per meter. Much higher accelerating fields are expected to be demonstrated soon; over 140 MV/m has been obtained without any electron beam in the cavity.
SLAC Beam Line, December 1989

Relativistic klystron SHARK built at SLAC and now undergoing tests at Livermore.

Also being studied is an alternate approach, using a conventional klystron that develops 100 MW together with RF pulse compression techniques. Low-power RF pulses have been successfully compressed by a factor of 3.2 using these methods. A crossed-field amplifier is also under development as an alternative to the klystron.

To study the beam optics and final focus system needed for a next-generation collider, a Final Focus Test Beam will be constructed at SLAC, with international collaboration coming from Novosibirsk, KEK, Orsay and possibly CERN. Its goal will be to produce and control beams with a size of 1.0 by 0.1 microns. A detailed design of this facility, which will replace the SLAC C-beams and extend into the Research Yard from the Beam Switchyard, is presently underway.

Fixed-Target Physics

In the realm of fixed-target physics, the results of all deep inelastic electron-nucleon scattering experiments that were done at SLAC between 1970 and 1985 were recently combined in a single global analysis. The aim of this effort was to extract the most accurate possible values for the proton and deuteron structure functions and for the ratio $R = \sigma_e/\sigma_D$ over the entire SLAC kinematic range. Systematic differences between the various experiments were minimized by normalizing them to the recent precision SLAC experiment 140. Comparisons of these structure functions (in overlapping kinematic regions) with those measured at higher energies by the CERN muon-scattering experiments BCDMS and EMC have helped to resolve a troubling discrepancy between them. These results were presented at the Lepton-Photon Symposium in August.

In January and February of 1989, a group of nuclear and high-energy physicists used the End Station A spectrometer facility to measure cross sections for elastic electron-proton and quasi-elastic electron-deuteron scattering. A major goal of this experiment was to determine the neutron form factor to an unprecedented level of accuracy (see April 1989 Beam Line, p. 6).

The community of physicists interested in doing fixed-target work at SLAC has proposed a novel facility dubbed PEGASYS for the PEP storage ring. Combining a gas-jet target with a large-acceptance forward spectrometer, it would allow them to study electron scattering in far greater detail than previously possible. This proposal has received conceptual approval from the EPAC and NPAC at SLAC, and now awaits a detailed Technical Review scheduled for January 1990.

High Luminosity Colliders

SLAC has been examining the possibility of constructing a new high-luminosity electron-positron colliding beam facility operating in the center-of-mass energy range from 3.0 to 4.2 GeV. Called the Tau-Charm Factory, it would open up new possibilities in the study of the tau lepton and charmed $D$ mesons, plus the $\psi$ particles and their decay products, by generating far more copious quantities of these particles than is possible at existing or planned machines (see September 1989 Beam Line, p. 12). The design luminosity of $10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ would be attained by circulating many bunches of electrons and positrons in two separate rings crossing over at one interaction region, and by having a dedicated injector. Detailed designs for such a collider, and its associated particle detector, were discussed at a Tau-Charm Factory Workshop held in May 1989 at SLAC.

Another possible future collider under intensive study is an asymmetric $B$-meson factory that would be built inside the existing PEP tunnel (see p. 11, this issue). Beams of electrons and positrons would circulate in two separate rings, one at 9 GeV and the other at 3 GeV. Because of this asymmetric energy configuration, $B\bar{B}$ pairs would be produced with a measurable separation between their decay vertices. Such a feature offers distinct advantages over other sources of $B$ mesons; it would be crucial to the measurement of CP violation in the $B$ meson system, which might be possible with such a facility. The anticipated luminosity of the Asymmetric $B$ Factory would fall in the range from $10^{33}$ to $10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$. 
THE ASYMMETRIC B FACTORY

After a November endorsement by the Experimental Program Advisory Committee, work has begun in earnest on the design of a high-luminosity B factory, which promises to be a major new project for SLAC in the 1990s. This novel $e^+e^-$ collider, which could be built in the PEP tunnel using some existing components, would be devoted to studies of the physics of $B$ mesons, tau leptons and charmed particles.

The primary motivation for the project, led by Jonathan Dorfan of SLAC, David Hitlin of Caltech and Pier Oddone of LBL, is the measurement of CP violation in $B$ meson decay. The phenomenon of CP violation, so far observed only in decays of $K^0_S$ mesons, is a key to detailed tests of the Standard Model, which has thus far withstood all experimental assaults. It should produce a host of effects in the decay of $B$ mesons, but they are difficult to measure without a copious supply. SLAC is the first laboratory to endorse a project specifically aimed at measuring CP violation in the $B$ meson system.

All experimental approaches require the production of millions of $B$ mesons in a configuration that allows one to distinguish them from their antiparticles unambiguously. The optimal method is to produce them as $B\bar{B}$ pairs in $e^+e^-$ collisions at the $Y(4S)$ resonance, which occurs at a center-of-mass energy of 10.58 GeV. Hundreds of thousands of $B_s$ have been generated this way using the DORIS II storage ring at DESY and CESR in Cornell. The collider anticipated for the PEP tunnel would have a much higher luminosity than these machines; its goal is at least $3 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$sec$^{-1}$, a factor of 30 higher than CESR, the most prolific existing $B$ factory.

A unique feature of our proposed collider is the fact that the electron and positron energies will not be the same—as has been true in all previous $e^+e^-$ colliders. Such an “asymmetric” design is necessary because experimenters need to search for differences between $B$ and $\bar{B}$ decays to specific final states. The $Y(4S)$ is an ideal source of $B\bar{B}$ pairs, which are produced in 25 percent of all $e^+e^-$ collisions at this energy, and the mesons that emerge are easy to identify and reconstruct. But because the $Y(4S)$ resonance is a spin-1 object (like the famous $J/\psi$), no measurement that treats the $B$ and $\bar{B}$ mesons in the same fashion can yield a non-zero result for any observable quantity that might indicate CP violation.

The solution to this quandry is to produce the $Y(4S)$ in motion. By clashing beams of unequal energy, say 9 GeV for electrons and 3.1 GeV for positrons, it becomes possible to create the $Y(4S)$ resonances moving in the laboratory (along the electron beam direction). When the $Y(4S)$ subsequently decays to $B\bar{B}$ pairs, these are “Lorentz-boosted” in a manner that permits physicists to examine the $B$ and $\bar{B}$ decays separately. Such a measurement asymmetry allows one to detect the presence of CP violation.

—David Hitlin

RECENT SLAC PUBLICATIONS

The following is a list of SLAC publications issued during the period from July 1 through October 31, 1989. This list was prepared by the staff of the SLAC Library. It is organized according to four categories: Experimental High Energy Physics, Theoretical Physics, Accelerator Physics, and Instrumentation and Techniques.

To obtain copies of these publications, write to the Publications Department, SLAC Bin 68, P. O. Box 4349, Stanford, CA 94309. Please be sure to specify author and publication number in your request.

Experimental High-Energy Physics


R.H. Schindler, “Charmed Meson Physics Accessible to an L = 10^{33} cm^{-2}s^{-1} e^+e^- Collider Operating Near Charm Threshold” [SLAC-PUB-4995, Jun 1989; Invited talk at Les Rencontres de Physique de la Vallee D’Aoste: Results and Perspectives in Particle Physics, La Thuile, Italy, Feb 26–Mar 4, 1989].


A.J. Weir et al., “Upper Limits on D{±} and B{±} Decays to Two Leptons Plus π or K” [SLAC-PUB-4999, Jun 1989; Submitted to Phys. Rev. D].


Theoretical Physics


S.J. Brodsky, “Color Transparency and the Structure of the Proton in Quantum Chromodynamics” [SLAC-PUB-5082, Jun 1989; Invited talk at Distinguished Speaker Colloq. Series, Minneapolis, MN, Feb 2, 1989, To be publ. by Addison-


F.J. Gilman, “CP Violation in Rare K Decays” [SLAC-PUB-5000, Aug 1989; Submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.].


F.J. Gilman, “Rare Decays” [SLAC-PUB-4984, Sep 1989; Submitted to Int. Symp. on Heavy Quark Physics, Ithaca, NY, Apr 9–14, 1989].


M.C. Gonzalez-Garcia and J.W.F. Valle, “Constraints on Additional Z’ Gauge Bosons From a Precise Measurement of


Accelerator Physics


T. Barklow et al., “Commissioning Experience with the SLC Arcs” [SLAC-PUB-5056, Aug 1989].


P. Chen, “Coherent Pair Creation from Beam-Beam Interaction” [SLAC-PUB-5086, Sep 1989; Presented at 14th Int. Conf. on High Energy Accelerators, Tsukuba, Japan, Aug 22–26, 1989].


J. Seeman, “Effects of RF Deflections on Beam Dynamics in Linear Colliders” [SLAC-PUB-5069, Sep 1989; Contributed to 14th Int. Conf. on High Energy Accelerators, Tsukuba, Japan, Aug 22–26, 1989].


Instrumentation and Techniques


THE 18TH SLAC RACE

By noon on the ninth of November, an eager crowd had gathered for the yearly showdown and a chance to share in the coveted prizes. It was the 18th running of the Annual SLAC Race, for which 88 runners showed up, among them 10 former first-place winners and a total of 9 women.

Pre-race activities went smoothly on this warm and sunny day, thanks to careful planning and preparation and the efforts of a large group of volunteers. At the gun, the thundering horde swept along the linac from the Sector 30 starting line, gradually spreading out as the race progressed.


The first woman to cross the finish line was Dale Pitman in 16th place, her fifth successive triumph in the women's division. Her time of 24:48 was a bit off her best, but plenty good for the victory. With a time of 28:38, Chris Charbonneau was the first woman in the under 30 group to cross the finish line.

Jim Clendenin, who has just attended a meeting in his running clothes so as not to be late for the start, finished in 24:39 to take first in the men's 50-59 age bracket. Herb Weidner won the men's over-60 group with a time of 30:45.

Nancy Witthaus finished first in the women's 50-59 age group with a time of 37:22. Not far behind was Rene Donaldson winner of the women's 40-49 age group with a time of 39:41.

We wish to thank the people who helped with the registration, the shirt sales, and the running and timing of the race for making this a pleasant and smooth-running event.

—SLAC Race Committee